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Our learning this week Our learning next week Notices and Homework

English
The children have benn writing their own 
travel journals in role as Maia. The 
grammar focus has been using a range of 
sentnece structures, adverbial phrase and 
description.

Spellings
Our spelling focus this week
is words from the stautory
spelling list for year 5/6.

Maths
In Maths children have been looking at 
written methods for multiplication and 
different methods for mental division. 

Topic
In Science we have been looking at the 
human digestive system and the main 
organs. 
In Geography children have been creating 
climate graphs and comparing the climate 
of a region of America with where we live.  

English
The children will continue to write in role as 
Maia in the form of a travel jouranl. They 
will be using fronted adverbials for 
cohesion and the use of the semi-colon to 
add detail to their descriptive writing.

Spellings
The spelling focus next week will be words 
ending in -ent/-ence/ency

Maths
In Maths next week the children will be 
looking at mental and written methods for 
division.

Topic
In Science we will be investigating why we 

have teeth and their different functions. In 
Geography we will be discussing where we 
would rather live; America or where we live 
now. In our rivers topic, we will be looking 
at the features of a river and how they are 
formed. 

Homework
To reinforce the work children have been 
completing in English, we have asked 
them to complete an activity on noun 
phrases and prepostional phrases in order 
to practise the skill of using these features 
in their writing. This will be given out this 
week and due in on Friday 16th.

Children will be given a weekly spelling
test. Please encourage your children to 
practise these at home. 

Children must also continue to read so 
they can be working towards their targets 
on Accelerated Reader. The children now 
know their point targets for Bronze award 
and some children have already achieved 
these!
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